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Abstract: Potential bases for memory bias associated with self-esteem studies in the research. Mood-
congruence model presented activation of either dimension of self-esteem produces an affective state that
facilitates retrieval of traces that are consistent with that state while hindering retrieval of traces that are
inconsistent. And according to the relevance model, activation of either dimension results in superior encoding
of matching negative content by individuals who are low on the dimension. Researcher conducted a study to
determine a model for the pattern of bias across distinct content categories among Iranian depressed students.
Results were generally consistent with the relevance model. 
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INTRODUCTION accounted for by SC and SL [8]. Thus, measures of

Recently, the reciprocal influenced that account for measures of generalized SC and SL, suggesting that the
this relation received much attention [1]. So, researcher same pair of constructs is measured in both cases.
focused on the role of self-esteem in producing selective Moreover, the overlap of the two dimensions requires no
memory of what is experienced. Hypothetical model of explanation beyond their developmental interdependence
selectivity as a function of self-esteem presented and and method factors that affect measurement. Hence, the
tested. Toward describing the key elements of model, correlation of SC and SL does not require the introduction
some of them have been mentioned in the following. of an additional hypothetical construct.

The sizeable correlation (r - .50.-.70 across studies)
Self-Competence and Self-Liking: [2] labeled self- does, however, require formal evidence of discriminate
competence (SC) and self-liking (SL) as two aspects of validity to justify maintaining the conceptual separation.
self esteem. SL is formed to use [3] metaphor, through a This has been consistently supported in confirmatory
“looking glass” process whereby one comes to “view factor analyses, including one conducted within the multi-
oneself” as represented in valuative reactions of others. trait-multi-method framework [9].
These reactions become internalized as the capacity to In  summary,  the  common  approach of collapsing
view oneself as a social object develops [4]. This SC and SL into a gross conception of global self-esteem
capacity, as [5] has pointed out, is essentially the may be appropriate in many contexts. This strategy,
internalization of the perspective of other, allowing one to however, may prove self-limiting in other contexts.
become the audience or judge of oneself. SC is founded Specifically, explicit separation of the two dimensions is
on self-efficacy, defined by [6] as “people’s beliefs about recommended when theory suggests that they diverge in
their capabilities to exercise control over events that their unique associations with the variables of interest.
control their lives”. Such is the case, the researcher suggested, for selective

Whether SC and SL are collapsed into a unitary memory.
concept of global self-esteem or used as distinct and
separate constructs ultimately depends on the practical Self-Esteem and Selective Memory: Memory bias or
aims of the researcher. Another aspect is their unity selectivity as a function of stable disposition or character
represents the inter-correlation of the two dimensions. is defined here as the tendency for those high on some
This approach, however, is open to question. Measures personality trait to recall or recognize a particular type of
of general self-esteem such as [7] Self-Esteem Scale does previous experience better or worse than those low on the
not produce appreciable variance beyond that jointly trait, controlling  for general mnemonic ability. Compelling

“general” self-esteem appear to be redundant with
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evidence for such selectivity as a function of self-esteem Mood-Congruence: The first possibility is one form of
has  been  rare,  as no studies have clearly addressed it. mood-congruence effect [16] whereby information that is
Of the relevant research, the recent articles deserve consistent with the valence of one’s emotional state tends
attention. to be more readily remembered than information that is

In contrast to the paucity of research on self-esteem inconsistent or unrelated. So, for example, recalling the
and memory, the significance of depression for memory past week’s minor triumphs is easier when one is elated
has received much attention. Overall, depression appears than depressed, independent of how one felt at the time
to be associated with negative memory bias for of those events. Successes are inherently positive and
emotionally toned information [10]. Explanations of this therefore consistent with a happy state. According to [9]
association have focused on the dysphonic mood that is associative network account of the mnemonic effects of
characteristic of depression [11] or on negative beliefs mood, each specific emotion is represented as a node or
about the self [12] as operative factors. The latter unit in memory.
implicates self-esteem [13] recommending direct When a particular emotion is experienced, the
examination of its associations with memory bias. activation of the corresponding node increases. The

What is needed is a theoretical and methodological excitation then spreads to associate memory nodes,
framework capable of explaining the contextual and including knowledge and episodic traces that are
semantic specificity of any selectivity associated with consistent with the valence of the emotion [17] the
self-esteem. Toward that end, the researcher described increased sub-threshold activation, or accessibility, of
model for how individual differences in self-esteem may these associated nodes renders them easier to retrieve
have consequences for what is remembered. from memory while the emotion persists [18].

Mood-Congruence and Relevance: Mood affects on Relevance: The second possibility for how self-esteem
encoding stage of information processing. Mood renders gives rise to selective memory relates to the personal
evaluatively congruent interpretive concepts accessible relevance of valuative information. Those who are low in
in memory. New ambiguous information is encoded SC tend to be preoccupied with their perceived inability
according to the most accessible and applicable concepts and lack of success. They are therefore quicker than those
[14]. Consequently, mood-activated concepts are most high in SC at identifying information suggestive of failure
likely to be used for encoding of self-relevant information, or inefficacy [7].
resulting in mood-congruent selective encoding. A parallel argument applies to SL. Those who are low
Judgments about the self and self-directed behaviors are on this dimension tend to be preoccupied with concerns
also likely to be mood congruent. about social worth. Dominant themes include guilt over

The self-concept, or self as represented in memory, is perceived transgressions, concerns about physical
a complex cognitive representation consisting of both appearance, dissatisfaction with social identity fears of
semantic and episodic elements [15] SC and SL are rejection or disapproval by others.
relevant here as generalized valuative aspects of the Those  low in SL are therefore quicker than those
semantic self-concept, situated within its hierarchical high in SL at identifying information suggestive of
structure. “badness”  or  unworthiness  [7].  As  was the case for

The differences between SC and SL suggest that their SC,  the  heightened personal relevance of this
activation within the self-concept is heightened by information should render it especially memorable for
qualitatively different contextual and stimulus-based those  who  lack SL. This translates into the prediction
factors. SC should be responsive to performance contexts that  those  low in SL (independent of SC) should be
and external primes that connote success/ failure in the better than those high in SL at remembering content
pursuit  of  goals. SL should be responsive to contexts related to low social worth. As before, however, content
and primes that heighten awareness of one’s significance related to high social worth is expected to be as relevant
as a moral-aesthetic social object. Many real-world to those low as those high in SL, resulting in similar
contexts and conceptual stimuli are relevant to both memory for it.
dimensions of self-esteem, but this natural conjunction The relevance model suggests a form of schematicity
takes nothing away from their potential for differential [19] for domain-specific negative content in those low on
activation. either dimension of self-esteem.
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Table 1: Comparison of Mood-Congruence and Relevance Models of Self-Esteem-Consistent Selectivity
Model Feature Mood-Congruence Relevance
Locus of effect symmetry Retrieval symmetrical Encoding asymmetrical
Specificity predictions Matched defined by valence self-competence: Matched defined by valence and semantic address:

-  negative memory content Self-competence:
+  positive memory content -  memory for content suggestive of weak agency
Self liking: - memory for content suggestive of low social worth
-  memory for negative content
+  memory for positive content

It should be noted, however, that a parallel for negative content that is specifically related to that
schematicity for positive content does not apply to those dimension. The differences between the two models,
high on either dimension, as there is little basis for including their divergent predictions, are summarized in
assuming a distinctive focus on ideals in this group. We Table 1.
suggest that fixation and preoccupation in the context of The mood-congruence and relevance models do not
self-esteem is bred of perceived inadequacy, not represent strictly competing alternatives. The distinct
fulfillment and is limited to negative rumination. processes they describe may coincide. Even so,
Furthermore, the consequences of relevance for those low appropriate tests of the association of self-esteem with
on either dimension should not generalize to schema- selective memory should be capable of confirming or
inconsistent positive content [20] Relevance, as described disconfirming both models, given that each generates
here, is valence-specific. distinctive predictions that are falsifiable, even in contexts

The mood-congruence and relevance models describe where the alternative process is in effect. The three
distinct  forms  of selectivity. The mood-congruence studies reported here provide such tests. Each assesses
model posits a retrieval-based process1 by which the the unique or independent associations of SC and SL with
affective state aroused by activation of either dimension memory for content representing distinct categories of
of  self-esteem  leads  to  sub-threshold  excitation of valuative information.
trace content that is consistent with that state and
inhibition of trace content that is inconsistent. The Study 1: College students viewed a series of trait words,
resulting increased or decreased accessibility of this including some representing low and high agency and
content directly  affects  the  likelihood of retrieving it. social worth. They were then asked to recall the words.
The relevance model, however, posits an encoding-based Students’ SC and SL scores were used to predict the
process by which negative content reflecting on either degree of recall within each semantic category.
activated dimension is represented with greater richness Selectivity uniquely attributable to each dimension of
and is therefore better remembered, by those who are low self-esteem  was tested for correspondence with the
on that specific dimension. The two models differ in mood-congruence and relevance models.
several important ways. First, selectivity based on the
mood-congruence model is hypothesized to occur during Method
retrieval, whereas selectivity based on relevance assumes Participants: Participants were 114 women enrolled in an
differential encoding. Second, mood-congruence predicts introductory psychology course at the Tehran University,
selectivity for both positive and negative content, Tehran, Iran. All students participated in exchange for
whereas relevance predicts selectivity only for negative course credit. The modal age was 19 years.
content. Third, selectivity due to mood-congruence
hinges solely on the valence of the content to be MATERIALS AND METHODS
remembered, whereas selectivity due to relevance hinges
on the substantive address of the content (agency vs. Participants were individually run through a
social worth). That is, according to the mood-congruence computer-based task by a female experimenter. At the
model, activation of either dimension of self esteem biases outset, they were informed that the task involved thinking
memory for all emotionally toned content, as about the meaning of a number of personality trait words.
“congruence” here relates only to gross valence. In Care was taken to avoid any clue that memory for the trait
contrast, the relevance model holds that activation of words would be tested, while also emphasizing that each
either dimension of self esteem produces selectivity only word was to be carefully attended to.
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Mnemonic selectivity as a function of self-esteem Immediately following the presentation phase,
requires activation of the self-concept during encoding participants were given 5 min to write down as many
(relevance model) or retrieval (mood-congruence model). words as they could recall. The balance of competence-
As with other forms of self-related bias, selectivity due to and social-worth-related words in the memory set was
SC and SL should not extend to contexts where the intended  to  produce similarly heightened activation of
semantic network containing representations of these SC and SL within the self-concept during self-referential
attitudes is not activated [21]. To confirm this encoding, as required by the relevance model to produce
contingency, encoding context (EC) was manipulated. selectivity in line with both dimensions at the same time.
One half of the participants were instructed to consider Furthermore, because recall was tested without delay,
each trait word presented in relation to their own the increased activation of both dimensions would extend
personality (self-reference condition), whereas the other into retrieval, providing the context needed for selectivity
half were instructed to consider each word in relation to due to mood-congruence.
the average female student (other-reference condition). Finally, participants completed the Self-Liking/Self-
No selectivity related to self-esteem was expected in the Competence Scale [23], followed by several other self-
latter condition. report required statistically controlling for each dimension

Sixty trait words were serially presented. Controlled of self-esteem when testing the association of the other.
presentation was used to fix inspection time (item All non-categorical variables were standardized prior to
strength). Each word appeared in lowercase font centered model testing to facilitate interpretation of interactions.
on an otherwise blank monitor screen for 3 s, followed by Dummy coding was used to represent EC.
1 s of blank screen and then the next word. Participants Recall for each of the four categories was regressed
were instructed to think carefully about each word for the on N recall, EC, SC, SL, EC - SC and EC - SL.4. The
full duration of its presentation. interactions serve as slope shift coefficients, which, if

The first 6 and last 6 words were presented in the significant, indicate unequal partial associations for SC or
same order  for  all participants. The order of the SL across encoding conditions. Thus, only SC, SL, EC -
remaining 48 words was random. Five categories were SC and EC - SL are predictors relevant to the selectivity
represented by these words: High Competence (C-), Low hypotheses.
Competence (C-), High Social Worth (W-), Low Social The results for the self-esteem predictors appear in
Worth (W-) and Neutral (N). The 16 words in the last Table 2. The mood-congruence model but not the
category (N) were selected from the neutral range (neither relevance model predicts selectivity for positive words in
positive nor negative in perceived meaning) in N.H. [5] the self-reference condition. Consistent with the relevance
normed list of trait adjectives and were not clearly model, none of the self-esteem predictors were significant
indicative of either competence or social worth. The in relation to recall of C- or W- words. Both models predict
neutral words were included to permit estimation of selectivity for W- words in the self-reference condition.
general retrieval ability, an important individual-difference They differ, however, in that the mood-congruence model
variable to control for in tests of selectivity [22]. The predicts that both SL and SC will be independently
remaining four categories were represented by 8 words associated with recall, whereas the relevance model
each. These words had been confirmed through predicts that only the semantically matching dimension,
preliminary research to be highly indicative of their SL, will be independently associated. The results
semantic category, as reflected in college students’ supported the relevance model, with only the EC - SL
judgments of their applicability to the experience of low interaction  emerging  as significant, - - -.53, t(105)--2.53,
and high SC and SL. There was no need to match p - .01 (see Figure 1). Given the dummy coding used, the
categories on normative memorability (e.g., word non-significant  partial  association  of  SL with memory
frequency, imagability), as all model predictions are for W- words that appears in Table 3, - - .01, t(105) - 0.05,
associative rather than cross categorical. p - .96, represents the simple slope for the other-reference

To reduce structural similarity of words across condition, indicating no selectivity in this EC. The same,
valence categories, negated versions of the positive however, was not true of the simple slope for SL in the
words were avoided in representing the negative self-reference condition, - --.52, t(105)--3.62, p - .0005. The
categories (e.g., “incompetent” was not used with direction  of  this  significant  slope  reveals   that  more
“competent,” nor “unlikable” with “likable”). W- words were recalled by those lower in SL, as predicted
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Table 2: Proportion Recall as a Function of Semantic Category and
Encoding Context

Encoding
---------------------------------------------------

Category Self reference Other reference
High competence .37(.18) .30(.19)
Low competence .20(.12) .20(.14)
High social worth .39(.18) .22(.15)
Low social worth .32(.17) .23(.13)
Neutral .49(.15) .11(.09)
Note: Standard deviations appear in parentheses

Table 3: Proportion Recall Predicted by Self-Esteem as a Function of
Semantic Category

Category Predictor ß t
High competence SC -.8 -0.53 .60

SL .01 0.08 .94
EC*SC -.06 -0.24 .81
EC*SL -.13 -0.57 .57

Low competence SC -.05 -0.32 .75
SL .03 0.16 .87
EC*SC .04 0.18 .86
EC*SL -.17 -0.77 .44

High social worth SC -1.00 -0.68 .50
SL .14 0.94 .35
EC*SC .02 0.07 .94
EC*SL -.21 -0.99 .32

Low social worth SL -.03 -.23 .82
SL .01 0.05 .96
EC*SC .23 1.07 .29
EC*SL -.53 -2.53 .01

Note: SC- self-competence; SL- self-liking; EC- encoding context (self-
reference vs. other-reference)

by the relevance model. Additional testing revealed that
the simple slope for SL was significantly more negative
than that for SC in the self-reference condition, F(1, 105) -
7.89,  p - .006, but not in the other-reference condition,
F(1, 105) - 0.02, p - .88. Furthermore, multivariate
comparisons using Wilks’s lambda confirmed that the
simple slope for SL in the self-reference condition was
significantly  more  negative  for  W-  recall than  for  C-
( p - .03), W- ( p - .01) and C- recall ( p - .02). Finally, both
models predict selectivity for C- words in the self-
reference condition. The mood-congruence model again
predicts that both SL and SC will be independently
associated with recall, whereas the relevance model
predicts that only SC will be independently associated.
Contrary to both models, no self-esteem predictors were
significant measures that are not relevant here. 2 The
SLCS consists of two 10-item subscales, one designed to
measure trait SC and the other trait SL. Respondents
indicate degree of agreement with global statements
reflecting low or high SC (e.g., “I don’t succeed at much”;

“I am a capable person”) or SL (e.g., “I feel worthless at
times”; “I like myself”). The reliability and validity of the
correlated subscales have been supported elsewhere
across a range of applications [24]. The duration of the
entire procedure, including full debriefing, was
approximately 45 min.

RESULTS

Two participants were eliminated as clear multivariate
outliers, as reflected in their discontinuously high
Mahalanobis D2 values for the variables analyzed below
[25]. This left a final sample size of 112 (57 self-reference
and 55 otherreference).

Total-sample means for SC and SL were 40.13 and
35.48, respectively, with no reliable difference across
encoding conditions, t(110) - –0.95, p - .34 for SC and
t(110) - 0.79, p - .43 for SL. The SL–SC correlation (r - .62)
was comparable with values found in past studies and
similar across conditions, t(108) - 1.30, p - .20.

Selectivity in Recall: The dependent variables were the
correct recall proportions for the four categories of self-
esteem-relevant words (C-, C-, W- and W-). The
proportion  of N words correctly recalled served only as
a covariate in the analyses that follow, to control for
general  retrieval  ability.  In  calculating proportions,
close   reproductions    that    preserved   the  valence
(e.g., “ignorable” for ignored; “liked” for likable) were
counted as half a word to credit partial memory. Only .78%
of the recalled words qualified as such.3.

Means and standard deviations appear in Table 2.
Consistent with past research [26] better overall recall
resulted  from  self-reference  than  from other reference,
F (1, 110) - 136.50, p - .0001. This reflects the enhanced
organization and semantic elaboration of explicitly self
relevant information.

Simultaneous multiple regression was used to
examine selectivity uniquely attributable to each
dimension of self-esteem.

DISCUSSION

The results provide partial support for the relevance
model of selectivity. The mood-congruence model,
however, received no support. With regard to the latter,
null result, it may be that variability in mood as a function
of self-esteem is quite modest in a random sample of
college students. The sample distributions are telling here.
For both subscales, the absolute attitudinal midpoint is
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30. Someone with this score would, in the aggregate, be 3. Bower, G.H., 1998. An associative theory of implicit
perfectly ambivalent or neutral, similarly endorsing items
reflecting low and high self-esteem. The percentage of the
sample below this midpoint was 2% for SC and 23% for
SL. This implies only a modest number of participants
with sharply negative feelings about themselves on SL
and virtually none on SC. In contrast, much of the
previous evidence for mood-congruence in memory
comes from studies where intensive mood induction was
used to examine the effects of acutely elated or depressed
states, or where chronically depressed and non-depressed
participants were compared.

The affective range of the present study does not
parallel the power of such discrete, manufactured
contrasts. The variability in self-esteem within a non-
select  sample  of students is likely to correspond to
subtle differences in gross emotional state. The same
variability, however, may correspond to more pronounced
differences in what individuals are differentially
concerned with. This is consistent with the form of
selectivity found in relation to SL.

As predicted by the relevance model, SL,
independent of SC, was inversely related to recall of
words conveying lack of social worth. This supports the
hypothesis that the greater relevance  of  such  material
for those with doubts about their social value results in
richer and more accessible memory traces. Also as
predicted, there was no association of SL with words
conveying high social worth, which are held to be
similarly relevant at all levels of SL.

Support for the  relevance  model,  however,  was
only partial, as a parallel associative pattern was not
found for SC. This requires explanation. Nearly 30% of the
words in the low SC category were recalled in the self-
reference condition, discounting the possibility of ceiling
or floor effects. The limited sampling of participants with
low SC, mentioned above, is one possible cause of the
failure to detect an association. Before examining other
possibilities, the findings need to be replicated in
extension to other forms of memory.
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